SIXTH PROTOCOL OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

Schedule XXXVIII - Japan

The Government of Japan requests that the following rectifications and modifications be included in the Protocol to be drawn up at the Eleventh Session.

PROTOCOL OF ACCESSION OF JAPAN

SCHEDULE XXXVIII

Item ex 341 - ex 2: NOTE

In the fifteenth and sixteenth lines of the first NOTE delete the words:

"54, 1910 as amended by Law No."

In the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth lines of the first NOTE, delete the words:

"as amended by Cabinet Order No. 155, 1954"

Item 508: NOTE

In the ninth and tenth lines of the NOTE, delete the words:

"as amended by Law No. 42, 1954"

Item ex 1709-1.B.a

In the second and third lines, the words "(Baryxylum rufum, Lour)" shall read:

"(Cassia siamea, Lam)"

Item ex 1736 - ex 2

This Item shall read:

"2. For other purposes:
   A. For cinematograph:
      ex A-1. Unexposed:
      Films, other than colour, 35 millimeters in width 30%"
A-2. Other:

ex a. For news:

Exposed films,
35 millimeters
in width

30 yen per
meter or per
part thereof
if less in
length

b. For other
purposes:

ex b-1. Exposed
films,
35 millimeters
in
width

30 yen per
meter or per
part thereof
if less in
length

SCHEDULE XXXVIII - JAPAN (GENEVA 1956)

Item ex 1650

In the third line, the word "stockers" shall read:
"stokers"